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It Does Not Seem Like 20 Years!

by:Phil Horner & Richard Cooper

Continued on page .....15
In 1997, APG was selling into Europe through

days most of the income came from GE.

GE and we had an office in GE in Luxembourg

Horner Ireland Limited set about developing

to support them. With the changes in the busi-

products and Sales Channels to provide an out-

ness towards OCS rather than 9030 it was

let for the newly developed OCS and after some

obvious that APG needed to develop a bigger

adaptions for the European Market (NX, XLe/T).

presence in Europe.

I am pleased to say we have out survived GE in

We found an Operator Interface Company to

the European Automation Market, weathered 2

buy in the UK, but also found that a source of

recessions and developed a Multi Million Dollar

cost effective engineering and an entry point

business for OCS – Today GE sales in Ireland

for doing business directly in Europe could be

are practically Zero.

Ireland.
We did some research and settled on Cork
-Irelands 2nd City (after Dublin) and in the south
of the Country. My team and I landed in Cork
and set about Interviewing. I soon had recruited
Brenda Cooper to start up the company and
Dave Taylor to lead the Engineering. The following day I took Brenda to the UK to evaluate the
HMI company and we bought it.
We bought and fitted out a Factory in Cork,
recruited some staff and set about supplying
GE and the customers of the HMI company
we had acquired, directly from Ireland. In those

Continued on page ...............................
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Servo Growing In
Large Equipment and
Field Repair
By: Dennis Gaddis
Another year has gone, and as
we start the New Year off, we are
excited to see new and challeng-

From Scrap To Like New

by: Brad Snodgrass

ing jobs. We are happy to see

A brick manufacturer had a

the same customers continue to

large fan that pulls air, brick

use Horner for the repair shop of

and cement dust thru an over-

their equipment.

We are work-

head duct system into a bag

ing on larger Servo and Spindle

house then through the fan

Motors recently and that has given

and up a stack. The baghouse

use to challenges and opportu-

requires cleaning frequently

nity to satisfy Horner customers.

and during the cleaning cycle

Working alongside Electrical and

the baghouse is bypassed and

Mechanical Field Service we have

the material goes through the

had the opportunity to work on

fan.

Servo Motors in the field and test-

the fan blades and thus an

ing of the feedback devices that

imbalance and vibration. The

offered the customer an option

housing were cleaned painted

the customer may not have been

vibration is so severe it cracks

to “refurbish” it. In looking at

and balanced.

able to send into the shop due

the motor base, bearing base

the fan we were able to reuse

was machined, new bear-

to down time. This has given us

and fan housing.

the fan blade, intake cone and

ings and motor coupling were

a chance to teach others how to

The customer has attempted

fan housing.

installed. Everything was laser

test encoders and help keep the

to deal with this by filling the

redesigned the system and the

aligned.

cost down for the customer. We

fan base with concrete, weld-

shop fabricated a heaver fan

Now the customer has a very

Hope the New Year will allow us to

ing large angle iron to the fan

base with internal baffles and

solid backup fan at a fraction

continue to grow with our existing

housing and attempting to

the ability to be un-bolted from

of the cost of a new unit. They

customers and find new customers

chain the fan to the ground.

the fan housing. This will make

will not be throwing anything

that will be satisfied with the capa-

Jeff Wilson (Sales) spotted the

future repairs if required easer

more into the scrap pile with-

bilities Horner has to offer.

old fan in the junk pile and

to manage. The wheel and

out asking Horner if they can

“You was born an original, don’t die

This causes buildup on

Marc Dardeen

A new shaft

fix it first!

a copy. “ John Mason
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Did You Know Bob
Swaim (IT) Is An
Artist?
We all call on him for computer

Teamwork Supporting Freedom

issues but did you know his other

by: Mike Harper

talent is drawing? He started to
draw when he was 7 years old after

David Coonce (Sales) secured

visiting a cafeteria at Anderson

a contract from the US Navy to

University where the cups had

rewind a large quantity of spe-

Looney Tunes on them. He would

cial generator stators. These

practice drawing them on a lunch

generators are used in surveil-

napkin. Now it has grown into being

lance aircraft to support elec-

paid for his Art. He enjoys drawing

tronic warfare such as jamming

cartoons, comic book characters,

enemy radar systems. Since

Star Wars, Medieval and gamer

these generators power multimillion dollar aircraft weapon

winding

could

jobs. Special thanks to John

systems and the mission’s

handle the extra work. The

Rooks, a Springfield winder

success depends on them,

downside again, was that the

and Navy veteran, for his sup-

you can understand the level

Springfield winders had to be

port of this project.

of scrutiny that goes into the

trained in how to hand-wind

This job demonstrates our

inspection of the parts.

these stators with a high level

company’s teamwork to com-

While it’s always great to win a

of detail so that they would

plete the job to the customer’s

contract like this one, the down

pass US Navy inspection.

satisfaction. It also makes me

side is that each stator has to

A young Springfield winder,

proud that we are supporting

be hand wound – no machine

Stephen

heard

our country’s freedom against

winding can accomplish the

the call to support his coun-

enemy threats around the

fine detail that is required by

try and volunteered to go to

globe.

the customer. To make matters

Indianapolis and work with Don

worse, the Washington Street

Morris to learn some of the

shop’s

department

finer details of his trade. Don

and 916 division’s shop were

has worked with Stephen on

both busting at the seams with

three occasions to ensure that

winding work.

we are putting out a quality job

After discussions with Mike

that the US Navy will accept.

Butler and Don Morris, the

Stephen

decision was made to send

trained the other Springfield

the generator parts to the

winders in the methods of how

Springfield shop as our

to hand-wind these special

winding

department

Clippinger,

came

back

and
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stuff. Below are some cards he
made for the game Star Wars
X-Wing. Below that is a ship that he
hand painted. Stop by or email Bob
and see more of his work!

Generosity Full At
APG!

Before

by: Tyler Sheller

Rollin On The River
By: Judy Simpson
The Ohio River is generally
used as a major thoroughfare
for moving products across
the Eastern U.S.. One of
Louisville’s customers’ who
transfers products on the
Ohio River sent in one of their
Caterpillar Generators for reconditioning. They’re now entering
their down time period when all
of their barges are docked and
on board equipment is evaluated for maintenance. The generator that’s pictured is a 155
KW unit. The stator needed to
be “dipped and baked” due to
the brittleness of the insulation
as a direct result of all of the
moisture in the air while being
in use on the river. Once our
customer reinstalls the unit and
gets the barge back in service
they will once again be “Rollin

During the holiday season,

and resources to give their

how touching it was to see

Randy Ray (APG) organized

loved ones gifts can be hard to

smiles spread and faces light

and implemented a gift drive

achieve for these hard-working

up because of these appreci-

to benefit the Lucille Raines

individuals. Leave it to Randy

ated donations.

Residence, owned and oper-

to help them out.

We hope to grow the gift drive

ated for over 40 years by

Randy created an opportunity

and make it even bigger next

United Methodist Women of

for the team at APG to donate

year. The efforts of Randy’s

Indiana. Many of the men and

toys, clothing, board games,

organization, and everyone at

women who live at the Lucille

gift baskets, hats/gloves/etc.,

APG’s donations, truly changed

Raines Residence are active-

and many other necessity

the lives of many deserving,

ly engaged in rebuilding their

items for the men and women

caring men, women, and fami-

lives from substance abuse.

at Lucille Gaines to use as gifts

lies.

They all share in learning to

for their loved ones. Everyone

function independently and as

at APG was extremely gener-

whole people in life.

ous. This year alone, more

The holiday season can be

than 100 gifts were donated!

especially

those

The president of the Lucille

improving their lives through

Gaines Residence expressed

recovery. Many of the residents

her gratitude in a heartfelt letter.

at Lucille Raines have fami-

She expressed the kindness

lies and children. Finding time

of our efforts, and described

hard

on

on the River” due to the dedicated staff at Horner Industrial
Louisville. So whether you’re a

Our New Faces

Credence Clear Water Revival
fan or a Tina Turner fan as long
as the Mighty Ohio rolls through
Louisville Horner has opportunities for all that calls it home to
have a smooth voyage!

After

Phillip Head
Driver
Indianapolis

Duane Snyder
Pump Shop
Indianapolis

Michael Light
Production Tech
APG

Adrian Cox
Field Service
Springfield

James Taylor
Mechanic
Indianapolis

Marvin Stewart
Stock Assistant
APG

Taylor Mullin
Purchasing
Indianapolis

Austin Bukovitz
Tech Support
APG

Audrey Taylor
Production Tech
APG
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What Did You Do
Before Horner?
Collin Mann (MFS): Farmer

Mark Rosebrock (MFS): Usher at a
movie theater

Brenda Swift (Accounting): Accounts
Payable at a family owned ice cream
shop, where there was always free
samples!

Hallett’s HP Theory

by: Craig Hallett

Bill Fleming (Sales): Picking
Cranberries on Cape Cod for

My ex-mother-in-law told me

Ocean Spray

once “Don’t tell everything you
know. They will know what you

Bill Roe (APG): Newspaperboy,

know, AND, what they know

Construction worker, Stock boy

then they will be smarter than

Purchasing Agent

you.” I never took her advice.
We should share what we
know if it will help someone.
Therefore, I share the following

Jacob Brown (Receiving Indy):
DirectTV Tech

Alan’s Truck

with you: Horsepower

Nick Cain (Springfield): Repo Guy

What is Horsepower? After

amount of Horsepower. I could

to Terre Haute at 80 miles/hr?

hearing teachers, professors,

move Alan’s truck slowly, But

Maybe not. At 10 miles/hour in

and techies talk, and after

I could not do it quickly. Now

low gear? Yes.

reading about it for several

let’s assume Alan trades in

So, HP is two things, Rate and

years, one statement finally

his GMC for a Ford Fiesta and

Load. You cannot think of it as

caught my attention…….”It’s

then I have to push the Ford

one thing.

the rate at doing work”. Rate is

Fiesta across the parking lot.

Here’s the formula:

time or speed, work is moving

I start pushing. This is easier

a load. Let’s say I needed to

to push as it weighs less. I

push Alan’s truck across the

start pushing it faster and get

parking lot by myself. I stand

to the other side of the lot in

Todd Cochran (Sales): US Navy

behind it, give it all I’ve got

less time. Did my Horsepower

stationed on a repair ship working

and it finally starts moving. It’s

change? No, the load changed

on fast attack nuclear submarines

heavy, it’s a GMC 2500 = Load.

so my rate could be faster. Still

I struggle pushing it very slowly

the same HP. Okay let’s keep

Rusty Syrus (MFS): Hawker

across the lot to the other side.

going. Now let’s say Alan takes

Beechcraft fueling private/military

I’m out of breath, but I could

the engine

aircraft at the International Airport

maintain a very slow creep

out of his truck and puts in the

for some time = rate. Now,

Ford Fiesta engine. Would that

Kerry Howell (Receiving Indy):

let’s imagine doing it while run-

engine move his truck? Yes it

Security Trainer

ning at full speed. Impossible

would. Could he put a large

Right? I only have a certain

gearbox in the bed and take it

Kerry Fork (Inside Sales Indy):
Carnie - traveled with a carnival

Marc Dardeen (Fan): Teacher for
kids 16-18 building homes

Charles Sifers (MFS): overnight
radio personality at WNAP, 93.1

Terry Thorne: FBI Distribution
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Center

New Microsoft Office
Suite Coming Soon
Did You Know
Buster (Terre
Haute) Made
Handmade Wood
Pens?
Buster’s love of woodworking
started in 2004 when a friend
asked him to make a memorial cross. Buster decided to
take a woodworking class and
as a result he invested in the
equipment to start making wood
pens at home. He has used
all types of wood including
deer antler but also wood from
family homesteads and even
trees from disaster areas like
the Henryville Tornado. His latest projects include bed frames
for children in Foster Care.
All proceeds and products he
makes benefit Crisis Pregnancy

by: Todd Bundy

2017 was a year of record

have ever attempted. We will

municate with each with live

breaking change for Horner,

be migrating all of Horner to

chat, file access, and knowl-

with several hardware, soft-

Microsoft Office 365.

Office

edge sharing in real time no

ware and system monitoring

365 offers many advantag-

matter where they are located.

tools put in place. 2018 will see

es to the way we do busi-

We are currently completing

even more exciting change and

ness today. All users will be

plans for training and migrat-

improvements. We begin the

upgraded to the same version

ing of all users. Keep an eye

year by upgrading all of the

of Office ensuring there will be

out for news on training for the

data circuits at every facility.

no issues with documents not

new and exciting tools we will

Each site will have a minimum

opening.

be offering in the first quarter

of 10MB delivered over a fiber

advantages will be access to

optic circuit. Several sites will

Email and Calendars every-

have a secondary internet con-

where eliminating the need for

nection as well. Most sites will

the VPN for our users working

have their circuits installed by

off-site. Collaboration will also

the end of February.

be a high priority with the new

We follow that up with one of

tools that we will be rolling out.

the most ambitious projects we

Teams will be able to com-

One of the biggest

of the year.

Centers and Foster Homes.
From Kent Seavers (Manager
Terre Haute) : “ I have personally purchased a number of pens,
you can bring him wood from a
special tree or request a certain
type of wood. He uses the proceeds to buy baby cribs for new
mothers in need through a fund
he set up with his wife Emma.
They are very special people. “

Large APG Distributor Shows Appreciation
Don Cllutterbuck of Power/

mation’s sales grew 25% in

mation a large Horner APG dis-

2017 over 2016. The lunch

tributor for 20 years suprised

was to recognize the entire

APG with lunch for being one

Horner staff who has invested

of their top vendors. Phil,

in their business from market-

Chuck, and others have aided

ing to inside sales, customer

in making Power/mation sales

service and through production

a success in their market.

and shipping. Even the RMA

Horner APG was honored for

department was recognized for

the time they’ve provided in

working swiftly through urgent

problem solving and educat-

customer repairs and replace-

ing both customers and Power/

ments. Great Job Team!

mation sales reps. Power/

Left to Right: Don
(Power/mation), Phil, and Chuck
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Vibration Of Microscope In Microsurgury Room

by: Nelson Baxter

Equipment: A microscope mounted from

This meant that instead of isolating the

the same frequencies as the microscope.

the ceiling of a surgery room. The special

microscope from the structural vibration,

Flow excitation in the fans excited the fans’

microscope was used by the surgeon

the isolators were actually amplifying the

isolated natural frequencies, which were

during micro-surgery operations which

vibration which was present on the I-beam.

transmitted through the structural steel and

involved replanting severed fingers and

To determine the cause of the amplifica-

amplified by the microscopes isolators.

toes.

tion, an impact test was performed on

Grounding of isolators should only be tried

Symptoms: The chief surgeon complained

the microscope to determine its natural

if nothing else works. When the isolators

that the image was jittery and that it was

frequencies. It was found that the natural

are grounded, higher frequencies, if any

very tiring to operate under those condi-

frequencies of the scope on its isolation

are present, will obviously pass through.

tions, particularly when the scope was set

system matched the vibration that was

In this particular case, grounding out the

for its maximum magnification.

present on the I-beam.

isolators didn’t introduce any significant

Test Data and Observations: The scope

Conclusion and Recommendations:

higher frequency vibrations.

was set to its greatest magnification and

Isolators perform their isolation function by

printed material was placed on the operat-

creating a system with a natural frequency

ing table. Vibration was clearly noticeable,

tuned much lower than the expected dis-

just as the surgeon had indicated. Vibration

turbing frequency. This in turn creates a

spectra were taken on both the table

mechanical low pass filter, which will not

and the microscope. The levels on the

pass the higher frequencies.

table were very low across the spectrum.

can, however, occur if a low frequency is

However, the levels on the microscope

present near the low tuned natural fre-

were significant. A view of the vibration

quency of the isolated system. Instead of

spectra revealed that peaks were present

isolating the frequency, the isolators will

at 225 CPM and 435 CPM.

To trace

then actually amplify the levels. The solu-

the source of the vibration, levels were

tion in this case was to ground out the iso-

measured on the top of the microscope’s

lators. When the isolators were grounded

isolator and on the structural steel support-

out, the levels on the scope dropped to

ing the isolator .

It was discovered that

acceptable levels. The frequencies that

the levels on the isolator were seven times

had been present were due to isolators

higher than on the steel support.

on fans above the room being tuned to

A problem
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1000 KVA
Transformer
By: Craig Hallett and Don Morris

(power rating), 6900 Volt Input,

Coatings and Pump Division Make A Great
Partnership by:Albert Anderson

480 volt output. Craftsmenship

Like all the other Horner

These pumps belong to a local

got a ceramic based coating

at its finest with 200 hours

Divisions, we here at the

power plant and pump water

applied to the areas that were

into this job. The transformer

Coatings Shop had a busy run

out of a river to help keep

in contact with the water being

department makes most of their

up to the end of 2017.

things cool. The constant use

pumped through. Then the

transformer materials for repair

Along with the higher than

and criticalness associated

exterior was coated with an

by hand like electrical insulation

average amount of work we

with these pumps for a city

epoxy based coating, before

that were used as the primary

had come through the shop,

can make taking these pumps

being sent to Horner Machining

and secondary windings. Kevin

we hosted two rounds of train-

out of service rather difficult.

Services to have all of the fin-

did a fantastic job with this proj-

ing with the people at Loctite.

We were given a deadline of

ish machine work done.

ect over the last 5 weeks.

One round was for Horner

December 31st to have all of

When everything was com-

This transformer will be power-

employees. The other session

the parts back to the plant so

pleted, logistics took over and

ing a VFD for an auto parts

was for our customer base.

they could be put back into

delivered everything to the

manufacturer. This transformer

This session was to help get

service.

plant with time to spare.

will deliver a punch of current

our customers more familiar

Each

multiple

This was not an easy job due

unequal to any Transformers

with the products that Loctite

steps. Everything had to be

to the size of the parts. We

movie you will see at the the-

offers and their potential uses

sand blasted clean, and some

would like to thank everyone

ater.

in each customer’s facility.

parts had multiple areas to be

involved for helping get this job

Our big catch was two large

repaired. When all of the repair

done ahead of schedule.

vertical pumps from our newly

work was done (wear rings,

formed

registers, damage), each piece

Above is an example of a newly
wound transformer. 1000 KVA

Pump

Department.

piece

had
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Are Your Slings Up For The Task?

by: Mike Moyer

When was the last time you physically

and report it to your supervisor so we can

to avoid any preventable injuries to you

inspected your rigging/lifting sling before

get it inspected and removed if necessary,

or your fellow workers. This is a piece of

attempting to use it in a lift? According

and then have it replaced so that you and

equipment that is used too often in the daily

to OSHA, this needs to be done before

your coworkers maintain a supply of safe

scope of work, and has too high of potential

EVERY use by the employee attempting

equipment.

of risk, to be taken lightly.

the lift. Not only is this good practice to

Please report any suspected damages,

ensure the sling or lifting device is in good

whether listed above or not, so we can try

physical condition to complete the task
at hand, it gets you in the habit of double
checking the maximum load recommendation of the device with what the actual
weight of the lift is.
So what exactly do we need to check for
before every lift is completed? The following is a recommendation by the manufacturer of the lifting equipment we purchase
from for pre use checks:
1. Missing or illegible sling identification.
2. Acid or caustic burns.
3. Melting or charring of any part of the
sling.
4. Holes, tears, cuts, or snags.
5. Broken or worn stitching in load bearing splices.
6. Excessive abrasive wear.
7. Knots in any part of the sling.
Once the pre use check has been completed, if all seems in proper condition, feel free
to continue work. If you happen to stumble
across a strap or sling that has an issue, or
contains something that you are not sure
about, separate it from the others,
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Horner Gains Trust
and Business At
Long Time Prospect
by: Dennis Cardwell

After

prospecting

with

little

sucess since I started at Horner

A Good Year For Mechanical Field Service

we finally got the call! This is

by: Ralph Coonce

why persistance and marketing
pay off. The customer is an aluminum manufacturer and had a

This is a brief reflection on 2017,

with the Horner sales guys. They

ty training and records, vehicle

and it was a good year for MFS.

showed trust and confidence in

condition, the reporting, and the

bringing us the opportunities that

fact that everyone wants to be
paid on time from payroll.

pump failure. They called Horner

1) We had no serious injuries

they did.

and we picked it up for repair, but

happen to anyone!

always easy to meet, and I appre-

Lastly, the confidence expressed

in the meantime the customer

2) We added 3 guys to the group

ciate the flexibility that was dem-

by Alan and Tom to invest in the

made a vital mistake on the

in 2017, while losing only one part

onstrated most of the time and

group with additional equipment,

timer when he retired and moved

have to apologize for the times

training and to allow for the addi-

to Florida. ( sounds appealing

we could not meet the expected

tion of people to the group. There

doesn’t it?)

schedule.

is no assurance that in adding

3). We added to the list of avail-

There was a lot of healthy inter-

people that it is going to lead to

installation of the spare unit and
damaged it beyond repair at their
facility. Now its emergency time.
I want to thank the Coatings

Schedules were not

able technical equipment we have

departmental cooperation to help

additional profits. It was good in

Department and Mechaical Field

to use.

us in making delivery schedules,

the movie, but the idea of “build

Service for getting the customer

4) We were able to provide addi-

making and repairing components

it and they will come” was just a

back into service the following

tional outside technical training

for us, fixing the junk we drug into

movie. It takes a lot of work from

day! Now because of our great

for some of the guys.

the shops and occasionally loan-

everyone to achieve the collective

5). Last but not least, We made

ing us people to help us when we

goals.

PROFIT for the company!

were short handed.

THANK YOU to all of you who

In order to accomplish this, there

There was a lot of “behind the

helped make 2017 a good year

were a lot of tough, long hours

scenes” work and activity with

for MFS.

work the customer is calling us
for hydraulics, fans, coatings,
servos, and vibration work! All
of this as a result of a team effort

worked by the guys in MFS. A lot

supporting this number of guys in

That being said, “the king is dead,

across the board getting the cus-

of activities sacrificed in order to

the field. The schedule juggling,

long live the king!”

tomer out of a difficult situation

help our customers.

the motel reservations, equip-

We are in 2018 the slate is wiped

and earning their trust.

There was a lot of interaction

ment rentals, the billing, the safe-

clean, and it all starts again!
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Full Support On Aluminum Plant Outage

By: Todd Cochran

In June of 2017 an Aluminum plant con-

never been attempted before.

they threw at us while we were there.

tacted us to begin the early planning stag-

The work began several weeks ago with

Horner Machining Services did a complete

es of their outage which was scheduled for

Mark Rosebrock heading up the complete

rebuild of a tail stock mandrel assembly for

January 2018.

buildup of the new shafts and gears to get

one of the coating lines during the outage

The customer was about to undertake the

them ready for installation. This work was

as well.

most involved outage on their primary mill

completed at our Washington Street shop

Full support was provided by all divisions

and wanted Horner’s exclusive involve-

before the outage.

for handling all of the unknown issues

ment. The outage was a success despite

Horner dedicated their entire field service

and problems that were found once we

the very large scale and daunting tasks

team which worked around the clock in 12

got started. This is a perfect example of

assigned. All work was coordinated by

hour shifts for 9 days on this project. They

multiple divisions pulling together with very

Ralph Coonce of field service. If you’ve

were also charged with changing out all

involved planning and preparation in order

ever seen Ralph in action during an out-

couplings for the mill, unwind and rewind

to pull this off with the mill coming back on

age I don’t have to explain that he doesn’t

motors. These are DC motors ranging in

line as expected and on time. Thank you

just show up. He’s elbow deep in the actu-

size from 600 hp to 2000 hp with a total of

to all of the dedicated Horner people that

al work turning wrenches or any another

6 motors. All motors removed from service

made this such a success.

task that is needed.

will be coming to Washington Street for

The customer was specific in who they

recondition and storage in our warehouse.

wanted involved and trusted Horner to

Other projects during the outage involved

take on the entire rebuild of the main

a complete retrofit of the lifting mecha-

gearbox for the mill as the primary project.

nism for their charge car that feeds the

The gearbox is a “one of a kind” and the

furnaces. The lift unit was also unique so

only one like it in the world. They intended

Horner had to measure, fabricate and ret-

to install an entire new gear set along with

rofit the new unit into the car plus start up

all associated components. The gearbox

and calibrate all sensors and switches. We

is unique as you can shift it into neutral

also performed PdMA testing and changed

during operation. Most people at the plant

brushes in all critical motors which took

thought the engineer was taking on too

a week to complete along with miscella-

much for a single outage as this scale had

neous alignments and other small projects
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Lighting Success
Stories
contributed by: David Coonce, Paul
Abbenhaus and Dennis Cardwell

Horner Education
by: Terry Thorne
Jim Kennedy, Coatings
Manager and Terry Thorne,

#1

Sales Manager, were joined by

At an appliance and power tool

ed to see into the machines

there is no need for additional

Steve Young with Loctite at the

manufacturer in Greenfield,

they would get flashlights and

lighting. The Horner Lights pro-

Kentucky Water & Wastewater

Indiana the customer was hav-

spot lights to supplement the

vide plenty of light and more

Operators Association,

ing difficutly doing maintenance

existing enclosure lighting. It

orders are coming in for more

(KWWOA) meeting, to dis-

on machines. These machines

was difficult to troubleshoot or

areas of the plant.

cuss the benefits of using the

are making small motors that

work on the machines because

Thermal Spray process along

are used in various power

of the lack of light available

with Loctite coatings to extend

tools. Before, when they need-

inside the enclosure. Now

Before

After

the life of their rotating equipment.
The meeting was attended by
60 Water and Wastewater facility operators and maintenance
personnel from throughout East
/Central Kentucky. The presentation was dynamic in that
discussion specific to individual’s
needs at their particular plants
were discussed both during
and after the presentation. As
a direct result of the presentation Horner Industrial’s Thermal
Spray and Industrial Coatings
division collected solid leads for
future business.
Educating our customers has
become one of our best sales
and marketing tools. Not only
does it inform the customer of
our services but it shows the
customer that we are a trusted
leader in our services.

Work Area After

#2
At a world class trailer manu-

in natural light. Also better

or scratches on the painted

facturer in Northern Indiana,

lighting was needed in an area

surface before it is installed

Horner Lighting is helping this

where the painted outer pan-

in the final product. It is also

company in their warranty area

els of the trailers are inspected.

helping to cut down on glare

by providing different types of

Horner is installing a single

and reflection making the oper-

lights to catch defects before

row High Output Diode Remote

ators job faster and easier on

they get into the manufactur-

Phosphorus Lighting to help

the eyes.

ing area or become a part of a

the operators see blemishes

finished product. The lighting
being installed is the Horner
High Output Diode Lighting to
see the color variations in one
batch of aluminum vs. another.
It was hard to catch the color

Plan for new lighting at the
plant

differentiation inside but was
very obvious outside the plant
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It Does Not
Seem Like
20 Years
Continued........

I am pleased to have tempted Brenda’s

products. Ireland has proved to be an

from Indianapolis. It freed itself from

Husband Richard away from a competi-

effective bridge between East and West.

British rule in 1922 and is now known

tor to form the Husband and Wife team

For the future we face into the UK’s Brexit

as one of Europe’s High Technology

that have led Horner Ireland Limited

from the EU, but we are well positioned

Centers.

and negotiated the treacherous waters

with a European Business serving over

Cork City is Ireland’s 2nd biggest City, has

of dealing with me. We are proud of the

20 Countries that the impact of this

a population of 120,000 is the European

team we have built and their length of

should be negligible on the business.

HQ of Apple and Horner and is the place

service to the company. Among those are

Here’s to the next 20 Years !

that the Titanic last sailed from. From a

Dave Taylor 20 Years, Dave Huzzard 20

About Ireland and Cork City:

Monestary in the 5th Century it became

Years, Declan O’Connor 18 years and

Ireland is a Republic on the North West

a City in the 900’s with the invasion of the

Don Hurley 18 Years. During my recent

side of Europe and an Island in the

Vikings. The City has a small town feeling

visit in November I also met some of the

North Atlantic next to the UK . It has a

and is surrounded by beautiful scenery,

young students working for us that could

Population of 4.7 Million, Its Capital City

sea and castles.

form the backbone of the company into

is Dublin and is 5 Hours different in time

the future.
In early 2000 we decided that we also
needed to expand into India for Market
access and Engineering resources.
Managed primarily out of Ireland where
the time difference is a more workable
5 ½ Hours (Indy is 10 ½ Hours) India
has grown to be our primary provider
of Software and Firmware for the OCS

Founding Members: Dave Taylor and
Brenda Cooper

Phil Horner with Dave Huzzard and
Declan O’Connor

Horner Facility
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Horner Industrial Expands Pump Repair Capabilities

by: Terry Thorne

Repairing pumps of various shapes and
sizes has always been an important part
of the core business at Horner Industrial.
However, as the business at our main
repair center in Indianapolis continued to
expand and grow with larger motors and
gearboxes coming in for repair it became

Department. Duane comes to Horner hav-

resulting in longer life. No other pump

clear to the management team that pumps

ing worked at companies that repaired

repair company that we know of has the

needed to have their own area. The deci-

pumps.

“in-house” capabilities Horner Industrial

sion was made in the fall of 2017 to move

The newly expanded area will be dedi-

has to repair and remanufacture pumps

the Pump Repair Department to available

cated to the repair and remanufacturing

using Horner Industrial’s Thermal Spray

space Horner Industrial had at their 916

of a variety of different styles of pumps.

and Industrial Coatings process to bring

West St. facility. It took a few months

An added bonus to the move is that the

our customer’s pumps back to their origi-

of planning, cleaning and reorganizing

new Pump Repair Department is locat-

nal OEM performance levels.

to get the building ready with the end

ed across the parking lot from Horner

result being that the new Pump Repair

Industrial’s Thermal Spray and Industrial

Department officially opened their doors

Coatings Division. Having the two in close

on January 2nd 2018.

proximity to one another is a distinct

Horner Industrial added Duane Snyder to

advantage to our customers who are

their team to oversee the day-to-day oper-

requesting corrosion and abrasion resis-

ations of the newly relocated Pump Repair

tant coatings being applied to their pumps
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Industrial Christmas
We hope everyone enjoyed there
Christmas goodies this year! Mrs.
Claus delivered presents in Indy
and all the outside locations had
them delivered and passed out by

Bakery Rolls Success
One of our long time bakery

We started the first week in

production manufacturing cus-

October and finished the last

tomers came to us looking for

two rolls on December 28th!

help. They had 19 chilled iron

This was only possible because

rolls to machine and then 18

of the daily efforts of our team

to finish grind. The catch was

Brian Himes, Chuck Sahm, and

all this work had to be done by

Bill Stinson. they worked a total

the end of the year. This was in

of 900 hours which included

September.

most weekends in order to meet

This was going to be an

the customers delivery needs.

extremely aggressive schedule

The customer couldn’t express

and the customer needed a firm

enough the gratitude they had

commitment from Horner that

for the job well done. They

we could meet all schedules set

came to us because they were

by them for each set of rolls. We

confident in Horner’s abilities

commited to them that we could

and had no doubt we could

meet their schedule.

meet their demands on time.

Brain Teaser

a special Santa. Mrs Claus played

by: Darrell Cothron

by Linda Sutton (Inside Sales) and

Great job team!

elf played by Katie Sandlin (Inside
Sales).

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

A plane crashes on the
border of the U.S. and
Canada. Where do they bury
the survivors??

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser:
Mike is a butcher. He is 5’10” tall. What
does he weigh?
A: Meat

Last quarters winners:
Three days to give me your answer. The

$50 Giftcard: Bill Honeycutt, Logistics

right answers will go into a drawing for

$25 Giftcard: Lori Beam, Springfield

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

Horner Goodie Bag: Cody House, Fan and

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for

Fab

all locations to recieve before drawing.

Horner Goodie Bag: Chris Nicewaner,

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Springfield
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Janet Kenyon’s (Apg)
Daughter Bree’s Wedding in
Cancun Mexico

Barb Spangler’s (Indy)
Husband Joe’s Christmas Village at the
church

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 15

Mark Russell’s Retirement
Party Left to Right: Bill
Fleming, Karl Hoppe, and
Mark Russell

Becky Miller’s (Ft
Wayne) Granddaughters

Linda Sutton (Indy)
Granddaughters Riley
and Reese

Randy Ray’s (APG)
new member of the
family Pete

Jeff Sander’s
(Springfield) Son
Cayden

Jim Kennedy (Coatings) and
Todd Cochran (Sales) Playing on New Years Eve

Jack Linville’s (Indy)
Grandson Kalel
trying out a real
airplane

Terry Thorne’s
(Sales) Granddaughter Playing
Goalie

Kerry Fork (Indy)
Spending time with
family in FL for
Christmas

WINTER 2018

Halloween

Nick Cain
Dan East (Indy) Jacqueline Keen
(Springfield) as
as PeeWee
(Marketing) w/
Wilson
Son Parker

Charles Sifers
(Field Service)
Indy

Jim Howson’s (EFS Indy) Nathan Anderson’s (Fan)
Kids -2 on left Linda Sutton’s
Grandkids
(Indy) Granddaughter- right

Collin
Mann’s
(MFS Indy)
Kids

Ashley Eddelman’s
(Coatings) Kids

Katie Sandlin
(Inside Sales
Indy)

Gus Bezy’s (Louisville)
3 Girls

Mark Reed’s
Deb Twigg’s
(Accounting (Machining Services)
Grandsons
Indy)Grandson

Gary
Anderson’s
(EFS) Son

Laura Russell’s
(Terre Haute)
Son Daven

Jeff Wilson’s
(Sales) Great
Niece

Joe Roseberry’s
(EMDS) Grandchildren

